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“It’s a level of autonomy that’s way beyond any other 
consumer drone, and even most of the cutting edge 

research that we’ve seen.”  - IEEE Spectrum

Current Investors Team From



The potential of drones has been easy to imagine



“Any suggestion that we’re getting to a point where 
drones are as easy to operate as, say, an 
iPhone is woefully overstated.”

but hard to deliver.

“The drone company intentionally misled 
customers with its promotional video that greatly 
exaggerated the drone’s smart, automated 
videography abilities”

“Until we see improvement in [Autonomous flight, 
Battery performance, Detect-and-avoid 
technologies, Integrated air-traffic-management 
(ATM) systems, Location technologies], many of 
the most innovative UAS applications will remain at 
the concept or pilot stage”

“When Amazon first announced its PrimeAir drone 
delivery service, we were skeptical.… once a drone 
gets to its destination, you're going to have even 
more obstacles to deal with, plus people or 
animals who might not have the sense to stay 
away from your drone as it makes the delivery.”



Full autonomy -  
the ability to perform complex 
tasks without a pilot in control

 - has been the missing 
technology for making drones 

accessible and useful.





Sensing: 
12x navigation camera 
  1x user camera 
  4x propeller 
  1x IMU, GPS 
  1x Tegra X1

Skydio R1 Hardware

Airframe: 
Composite wings 
Aluminum fuselage 
Mass: ~1050g



semantic segmentation

motion planning

object detection vehicle controls

3D mapping

navigation cameras x12

visual-inertial odometry

stereo vision

gimbal estimation

identity recognition

multi-object tracking

user camera 4K motors x4

user interface

Skydio R1 Autonomy



State Estimation

camera calibrations

robot trajectory

actuator state

gimbal pose

IMU biases





Feature Tracking



Online Lens Calibration
Environmental conditions significantly 

change intrinsic lens properties.

Need to estimate online to maintain 
high quality mapping.



VIO on spherical lenses



SLAM



3D mapping pipeline

rectified stereo images stereo matching filtered

project into 3D space build a 3D map
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d) reflections, e) textureless sky or ceiling, f) water droplets



beyond classical pipelines
semantic segmentation multi-view/temporal stereo

deep stereo



End-to-End Learning of Geometry and Context for Deep Stereo Regression  
Kendall et al. ICCV 2017 
KITTI 2012: #1  KITTI 2015: #2
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~1 fps on a Titan X GPU



First demonstration of complex autonomous flight using deep stereo vision 
July 2018 

~1000 fps on a Titan X GPU

a) replaying previous collision b) autonomous navigation with deep stereo vision



Complex Foliage



Confined, textureless areas
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Synthetic images generated by Skydio 
with corresponding ground truth depths.



object tracking





multi-object tracking

this used to fail…

unsolved problems…



Sensors Actuatorsargmin J(s, u*)
u*

perception planning

model

Considerations: 
- Obstacle Avoidance 
- Dynamics Limits 
- Smoothness 
- Subject Tracking 
- Cinematics





Wind Estimation



Collision Reaction



Dirty Cameras Too Dark Dangerous 
Environment High Wind

Takeoff Obstructed Battery Low Lost Comms

Gap Too SmallCollision CPU Too High Gimbal Obstructed

Control Diverged

Fault Handling



Dealing with dynamic limits



Dealing with dynamic limits



Leveraging simulation



Recovery behavior

“Inverted pizza toss”



Propeller failure handling



Side



Lead



Dronie



Cable Cam



• Allow external developers to encode 
their own behaviors 

• Maintain safety, intelligence, and quality 

flexible planning system + SDK = platform



flexible planning system + SDK = platform



Site Scan

flexible planning system + SDK = platform



Adam Bry                                           
Co-founder & CEO                                           
MS, MIT CSAIL (Advisor: Nick Roy)                           
Aggressive flight maneuvers using onboard 
sensing                                            
Co-founder & algorithms lead, Project Wing 

Jack Zhu  
Motion Planning
BS, Stanford AI Lab
Using haptic robots to decode the human motor 
cortex

Peter Henry  
Dense Mapping
PhD Candidate, UW (Advisor: Dieter Fox)
Real-time 3d mapping & reconstruction with 
RGBD cameras (10 papers, 2197 citations)

Gareth Cross 
State Estimation
MS, UPenn GRASP Lab (Advisor: Vijay Kumar)
Sparse monocular visual odometry for state 
estimation of micro UAVs

Hayk Martiros 
Head of Autonomy
MS, Stanford AI Lab 
Multi-robot control and visualization 
Path-planning for micro-robot factories

Teodor Tomic 
Dynamics and control
PhD, DLR Learning real-time quadrotor 
maneuvers from optimal control 
Wind estimation,  collision detection

Ryan Kennedy  
3D Reconstruction
PhD, UPenn GRASP Lab 
(Advisor: Camillo Taylor)
Deep learning, optical flow, 3D reconstruction

Anurag Makineni                                                          
B.Eng, MS UPenn                                                      
Planning and controls

Abe Bachrach                                    
Co-founder & CTO 
PhD, MIT CSAIL (Advisor: Nick Roy)               
ML & CV to plan around obstacles                                     
Co-founder & SW architect, Project Wing                    

Saumitro Dasgupta
Deep Learning and Tracking  
MS, Stanford CVGL (Advisor: Silvio Savarese)
ConvNets for scene understanding

autonomy team

Dominic Pattison 
State Estimation
BS, Georgia Tech 

Clement Godard
3D Reconstruction
PhD, UCL
(Advisor: Gabe Brostow)
Deep learning, depth estimation, reconstruction

Kristen Holtz 
Motion Planning and HRI
MS, CMU Robotics Institute
Perception and planning at Neato Robotics
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Maybe you?



A revolutionary creative device that puts users in front of the camera, instead of behind it.

The most advanced autonomous device on the market to consumers.

We’re hiring! 
{ kristen, gareth } @ skydio.com 

*
User Testing Reactions 

“It’s like a videogame in real life.” 


“It reminds me of my first time with an iPhone and the first time I put on a VR headset.”


“I went from a nervous drone pilot to an overconfident cyclist with a camera following me.”


“This drone is a completely different use case than ANY drone ever built before.”


“A quantum leap in tracking…like comparing a Ford Model T to a Lamborghini”




